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Abstract—We present a distributed, integrated medium access control, scheduling, routing and congestion/rate control protocol stack
for Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs) that dynamically exploits the available spectrum resources left unused by primary
licensed users, maximizing the throughput of a set of multi-hop flows between peer nodes. Using a Network Utility Maximization (NUM)
formulation, we devise a distributed solution consisting of a set of sub-algorithms for the different layers of the protocol stack (MAC, flow
scheduling and routing), which result from a natural decomposition of the problem into sub-problems. Specifically, we show that: 1) The
NUM optimization problem can be solved via duality theory in a distributed way, and 2) the resulting algorithms can be regarded as the
CRAHN protocols. These protocols combine back-pressure scheduling with a CSMA-based random access with exponential backoffs.
Our theoretical findings are exploited to provide a practical implementation of our algorithms using a common control channel for node
coordination and a wireless spectrum sensor network for spectrum sensing. We evaluate our solutions through ns-2 MIRACLE-based
simulations. Our results show that the proposed protocol stack effectively enables multiple flows among cognitive radio nodes to coexist
with primary communications. The CRAHN achieves high utilization of the spectrum left unused by the licensed users, while the impact
on their communications is limited to an increase of their packet error rate that is below 1%.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio networks, spectrum sensor network, Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), cross-layer optimization,
backpressure methods.
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I NTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed an explosion of wireless
applications that created an ever-increasing demand for
radio frequency resources. The government traditional
allocation of the radio spectrum has been based on
licensing. The lack of flexibility of this allocation policy
has resulted in spectrum assignment saturation, without
actual exhaustion of available frequencies [1], which
leads to a high degree of spectrum underutilization.
One of the most promising approaches to a more
efficient, intelligent, and dynamic spectrum utilization is
provided by Cognitive Radios (CRs) [2]–[4]. According
to the CR paradigm, allocated portions of spectrum are
used by both primary users (PUs), which are nodes of a
primary network (PNet) licensed to use a given band,
and by secondary users (SUs) that can use the licensed
band or some of its sub-channels only when/where they
are not used by PUs.
Implementing the Cognitive Radio paradigm through
Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs) has to
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overcome significant challenges in the design and integration of fundamental functions such as determining
spectrum availability, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing (MAC) and cognitive routing [5]–[8].
In this paper, we address the problem of joint MAC,
flow scheduling, and routing in CRAHNs, with the
objective of maximizing the throughput of coexisting
end-to-end flows among peer nodes.
We describe and evaluate a novel fully decentralized cross-layer solution derived by exploiting the
well known Network Utility Maximization (NUM) approach [9]–[13]. The NUM approach has been widely
acknowledged to be a systematic methodology to study,
design and optimize network protocols as distributed
solutions to global optimization problems [13].
Using standard duality theory, the optimization problem can be decomposed into sub-problems. In particular,
by properly choosing the decomposition, the solutions to
the sub-problems specify a set of distributed protocols
each corresponding to a different layer of the protocol
stack, i.e., routing, scheduling, and MAC. It is important
to observe that the nodes do not perform any explicit
optimization and/or computation. Rather, by locally executing protocols combining the well-known backpressure
scheduler [14] with a modified version of the CSMA
algorithm [15], the CRAHN converges to a distributed
solution that is provably optimal and fully scalable.
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The protocols so derived assume that the SUs have
knowledge of the average PU channel occupation in their
area, across the set of available channels1 and periodically exchange their queue length over a common control
channel (CCC).
We evaluate our solution via extensive simulations,
using a complete simulation environment that we have
implemented using the ns2-Miracle simulator [23]. Our
implementation includes the CRAHN, or Secondary Network (SNet), the SU protocol stack, a PNet, and spectrum
sensors. Our simulation results show that the proposed
implementation validates the gains determined by the
theoretically optimal scheme. In particular, we evaluate
(i) the impact of SNet operations on the performance
of the PNet, considering the additional interference to
the PU receivers, the bit errors and the PU packet error
rate (PER) induced by the SNet activities, and (ii) the
performance of the SNet in terms of achievable flow
rates.
The performance of our protocols are also benchmarked against that of baseline SU protocol stacks,
demonstrating that our cross layer approach significantly
outperforms the benchmarks both in terms of resulting
PU performance degradation, and in terms of sustainable achievable SNet flow rates.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the considered scenario and introduces our theoretical framework. Section 3 details the
proposed protocol stack that solves the NUM problem.
Section 4 describes the practical protocol implementation
and simulation environment, and presents the simulations results showing the performance gain achievable
through our protocols. Section 5 positions our work
with respect to existing research on CRAHNs. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
This paper is supplemented by a document including
three appendices: Appendix A details the formal derivation of the distributed solution to the NUM problem presented in Section 2; Appendix B gives additional details
on the simulation environment; Appendix C contains
additional simulation results.
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2.1

M ODEL

AND

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

Secondary Network Model

We consider a CRAHN composed of a set of SUs N ,
{1, . . . , N } deployed in the same region of the PNet
(Figure 1). The PNet uses a set of K frequency channels
1. Interference monitoring and mapping have been recently recognized as a key feature for enabling Licensed Shared Access (LSA) [16]
or LTE-U [17]. In our scenario, the needed spectrum monitoring can
be provided by CRAHN nodes themselves or by a supporting wireless
spectrum sensor network (WSSN), whose monitoring capabilities have
been shown to be remarkably accurate [19]. WSSN-based solution can
be deployed by co-locating their nodes within the cellular network
infrastructures, such as those made up of large numbers of “small
cells” [18] used by operators for covering dense urban areas. The WSSN
nodes located within such cells can act as “spectrum sensors” that
disseminate spatially tagged, pre-processed and temporally filtered
information on the availability of each channel. A business model for
WSSN-aided cognitive radio networks has been proposed in [21].

Figure 1. Considered Scenario: Coexisting SNet, PNet,
and spectrum sensors for spectrum usage statistics.
C = {c1 , . . . , cK }, each of bandwidth B and capacity
C. By capacity, we indicate the nominal transmission
rate on a channel if a node uses it 100% of the time,
without considering bit errors due to channel noise,
fading, interference. Table 1 summarizes the notation
used in the paper.
Table 1
Notation
n, m
(n, m)
(n, m; c)
↵(n,m;c)
C
f
s(f ), d(f )
T
Qnf
qnf
xf
sf l
w(n,m;c)
✏
R(n,m)
p(n,m;c)

network nodes
link between n and m
channel c of link (n, m)
availability of channel c on link (n, m)
channel capacity
traffic flow
source and destination node of flow f
epoch duration
queue length at node n of flow f
normalized queue length at node n for
flow f
normalized traffic transmission rate of
flow f
flow transmission rate across sublink l
sublink (n, m; c) unused capacity measure
unused capacity threshold
link (n, m) exponential backoff rate
probability of transmitting on link (n, m)
channel c

We model the SNet with a static multigraph2 (N , L),
where L is the set of sublinks, defined as triples of the
form (n, m; c), n, m 2 N , c 2 C. We will refer to n = h(l),
m = t(l) and c = c(l) as the head, tail and channel of the
sublink, respectively . The existence of a sublink (n, m; c)
means that node n can communicate with node m using
channel c. We then define the link (n, m) as the set of
sublinks connecting node n to node m. For each node n,
2. In the problem formulation we consider static multigraphs. To
be consistent with a time selective fading scenario, the existence
of a sublink is defined either considering the average SNR or an
instantaneous SNR outage probability. In the former case, transmission
is conventionally assumed to be possible when the distance between
transmitter and receiver is such that the average SNR experienced on
that radio link (obtained averaging out the fluctuations due to fading)
is above a predefined threshold. In the latter, the existence of the
sublink is defined by the requirement that the instantaneous SNR be
above a given threshold for at least a predefined percentage of time.
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we denote by Li(n) , {l = (m, n0 ; c) 2 L : n0 = n} and
Lo(n) , {l = (n0 , m; c) 2 L : n0 = n}, the set of incoming
and outgoing sublinks, respectively.
The SUs exploit the same set of channels of the
PNet following a Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) approach by utilizing the idle primary spectrum. Periodically updated information on PU channel use is
made available to SUs by spectrum sensors, see Appendix B in the supplemental document. Based on such
information, each SU n computes, for each of its outgoing link (n, m), a set of channel availability coefficients ↵(n,m;c1 ) , . . . , ↵(n,m;cK ) , where ↵(n,m;c) combines
the probability that the channel c is free in an area
surrounding the node n, which we call nominal interference region, and the availability of m to receive on that
channel. Without loss of generality, we assume that SU
n selects the channel for transmission to SU m from a
set of channels Cnm (↵min ) with availability larger than a
minimum threshold ↵min .
2.2 Traffic Model
We denote by F the set of end-to-end packet flows in
the CRAHN. Each flow is characterized by a sourcedestination pair (s(f ), d(f )) 2 N 2 . For each flow f 2 F
we define the flow rate xf as the average number of bits
per second transmitted by the flow source node s(f ). We
assume that xf is bounded in the interval [0, xM ], where
xM is the maximum flow traffic rate. In the rest of the
paper, without loss of generality, we assume that rates
are normalized with respect to the channel capacity C,
i.e., xf = 1 means that source f transmits at rate C.
We denote by sf l the rate of flow f along link l. The
flow conservation law implies that for flow f and node
n:
X
X
xf +
sf l =
sf l n = s(f ), f 2 F
(1)
l2Li(n)

X

l2Li(n)

l2Lo(n)

sf l =

X

l2Lo(n)

sf l

n 6= s(f ), d(f ), f 2 F (2)

which simply states that for any node traversed by the
flow f , except for the destination node d(f ), the flow
entering the node must be equal to the flow exiting it.
Each flow is associated with a utility function Uf (xf )
which reflects the “utility” for flow f when it can
transmit at rate xf . We assume that Uf (.) is differentiable, strictly concave and non decreasing. There are
several classes of functions satisfying this condition, e.g.,
1 ⌘
log(1 + xf ) and f xf f / (1 ⌘f ) which are used to
characterize a large class of fairness concepts, including
weighted proportional and max-min fairness [24].
2.3 Interference/Conflicts Model
Interference/Conflicts among links limit the transmissions opportunities. We need to consider different types
of conflicts. First, the wireless nature of channels cause
interference when the sender of one sublink is within the
interference range of the sender or the receiver of another
sublink and the two sublinks share the same channel.
Second, we need to account for the physical limitation

that one node can transmit over only one single channel
at a given time. Thus, for any node n 2 N , sublink l also
conflicts with all links l0 2 Lo(n), l0 6= l, c(l) 6= c(l0 ).
We use a conflict graph to capture scheduling constraints among different sublinks. A conflict graph is
a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertexes,
each of them representing a sublink, and E is the set
of edges, representing sublinks conflicts, i.e., two links
cannot transmit at the same time if and only if there is
an edge between them.
Definition: An independent set of the conflict graph
G = (V, E) is a subset I ✓ V such that no two elements
are adjacent, i.e., i, j 2 I ) (i, j) 62 E. Only sublinks
within the same independent set can transmit simultaneously without interference/conflict with each other.
Let I denote the set of independent sets of G. We
denote by aI = (aIl )l2L , I 2 I, a binary vector that indicates which link belongs to I. In particular, aIl = 1 if l 2 i
and aIl = 0 otherwise. We denote by X = {aI |I 2 I} the
set of all characteristics vectors aI . We indicate with pI
the frequency which transmission over the independent
set I 2 I occurs. Since only
P independent sets can be
simultaneously scheduled,
I2I pI = 1. From these
frequencies, we directly obtain an expression
P for the
average
transmission
rate
over
sublink
l
as
f 2F sf l =
P
p
a
under
the
assumption
of
unit
capacity.
I
Il
I2I
2.4 Problem Formulation
We formalize the optimal congestion control, routing and flow scheduling in a CRAHN problem as a
NUM
problem with the aggregate traffic utility U (x) =
P
U
f 2F f (xf ) as objective function, as follows:
Optimization Problem P

P: max
s.t.

X

(3a)

Uf (xf )

f 2F

xf +

X

sf l =

sf l =

X

l2Li(n)

X

l2Li(n)

X

f 2F

X

I2I

X

I2I

sf l =

X

l2Lo(n)

X

pI aIl

pI

(3b)

(3c)

I2I

pI aIl  ↵l

n = s(f ), f 2 F

n 6= s(f ), d(f ), f 2 F

sf l

l2Lo(n)

pI = 1,

sf l

l2L

(3e)

l2L
0

(3d)

I2I .

(3f)

Constraints (3b)-(3c) are the flow constraints. Constraints (3d)P
state that the aggregate flow rate traversing
a sublink l, f 2F sf l , is equal to the average link l transmission rate, that is, the fraction
P of time linkPl is scheduled which corresponds to
I2I pI aIl =
I2I:l2I pI .
The average link l transmission rate, in turn, is limited
by ↵l , the fraction of time the sublink is not occupied by
primary transmissions (3e).
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3 SU P ROTOCOL S TACK : J OINT
S CHEDULING AND MAC C ONTROL

R ATE ,

In this section we present the proposed CRAHN protocol
stack derived from the solution of the network utility
maximization problem P via Lagrangian duality. The
solution implicitly defines an ideal distributed crosslayer scheme for joint rate control, scheduling and MAC.
For its length, the formal derivation is provided in the
supplemental document. Below we provide a sketch of
it. For mathematical tractability, the derivation of the
protocols requires assuming instantaneous propagation,
resulting in no collisions among SU packets, and the
optimal scheduling and channel assignment to SU flows
refers to a given average PU channel occupancy. However, in Section 4, we remove such assumptions and,
by taking suitable countermeasures to the presence of
collisions, show that the framework performs very well
even in the realistic case. The goal of using a complete
simulation environment, including a highly dynamic
PNet, is exactly to show that the proposed solution
works even when the above assumptions are relaxed, as
it is the case of any realistic scenario where propagation
delays, collisions, and dynamic PU activity (in time and
frequency) are considered.
3.1

Summary of the formal derivation

In this subsection we present a sketch of the derivation
of the distributed solution via Lagrangian duality to the
problem P. The detailed derivation can be found in the
supplemental material.
We consider a slightly different P
problem P0 obtained
1
from P by adding the term
I2I pI log pI to the
objective function where
is
a
large
constant and reP
placing constraint (3d) with I2I pI aIl + ✏  ↵l where
✏ > 0 is a small constant. Since P0 cannot be solved
directly without complete knowledge of the network,
we resort to dual decomposition [44]. We form the dual
problem by relaxing the constraints (3b)-(3c) and (3e).
The resulting dual problem D0 is
Dual Problem D0
D0 : min D(q, w)
s.t. qnf
0 , n 2 N, f 2 F
wl 0 , l 2 L

(4)
(5)

with partial dual function given by
D(q, w) = max L(p, s, x, q, w)
p,s,x

= max

p,s,x

+

X X

XX

X

f 2F

X

sf l 

sf l qh(l)f
X

0

qt(l)f

X

l2L

pI aIl

I2I

pI = 1,

1 X

pI log(pI )

I2I

pI

0

I2I

sf l

qs(f )f xf

f 2F f 2F

l2L f 2F

s.t.

Uf (xf )

f 2 F, l 2 L .

l2L
I2I

0

wl @

X

I2I

pI aIl + ✏

(6)
1

↵l A

(7)

where q = (qnf )n2N,f 2F and w = (wl )l2L are the
vectors of Lagrangian multipliers associated to the flow
constraints (3b)-(3c) and to the available capacity constraints (3e), respectively. For the solution of D0 , since
D(q, w) is only piecewise differentiable, we use the
subgradient method for its possibility to implement it
in a distributed way. Starting with an initial value of the
dual function variables, (q, w) = (q (0) , w(0) ), iteratively,
until convergence, the subgradient method boils down
to: 1) Compute D(q, w); and 2) Update q, w using the
subgradient.
Dual Function Evaluation: Computation of D(q, w)
entails finding p⇤ (the MAC layer probabilities), s⇤ (the
routing and scheduling) and x⇤ (the rate control) that
maximize the Lagrangian. First, we fix p and x and
solve (6) for s. Then we plug the optimizer s⇤ (q, w) back
into (6) and determine the optimal p⇤ and x⇤ .
First Step: FixPp and
P x and solve (6) for s. It suffices
to observe that l2L f 2F sf l qh(l)f qt(l)f is the only
term of the Lagrangian L(p, s, x, q, w) which is function
of s. The solutionP
is straightforward: we simply assign
all the bandwidth I2I pI aIl to the flow with the largest
queue differential znm = maxf 2F qnf qmf . As shown in
the supplemental document, this step corresponds to the
back-pressure scheduling implemented by the nodes.
Second Step: Plugging s⇤ (q, w) back into (6), we obtain:
X
1X
D(q, w) = max
Uf (xf ) qs(f )f xf
pI log(pI )
p,x

f 2F

X

+

pI

I2I

s.t.

X

X

(znm

pI = 1,
0,

I2I

wl (↵l

✏)

l2L

pI

I2I

sf l

wl )aIl +

l2L

X

0, 8I 2 I

(8)

8f 2 F, l 2 L ,

which is now separable in p and x. Hence, x⇤f (q, w)
and p⇤I (q, w) can be computed independently. For
x⇤f (q, w), under the assumption that Uf is differentially
invertible, it follows that x⇤f (q, w) is the maximizer of
Uf (xf ) qs(f )f xf which yields x⇤f (q, w) = x⇤ (qs(f ),f ) =
Uf0 1 (qs(f )f ) the rate value of each f 2 F. This provides
the flow rate control expression. For, p⇤ (q), applying the
techniques of Walrand [15] to our problem, it is possible
to show that they represent the stationary distribution
of the link transmission probabilities under the MAC
backoff timers defined in (15). In other words, p⇤ (q, w)
is obtained by simply having the secondary network
running the SU MAC protocols.
Iteration: Dual variable w, q update: After evaluating the dual function, we update the dual variables
using the subgradient algorithm [45]. The dual variables
updating equations are of the form
(k+1)

qnf

(k+1)

wl

(k)

= qnf +

(k) @D(q, w)

qnf
@D(q,
w)
(k)
= wl + (k)
,
wl

(9)
(10)
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where the derivatives represent the subgradients. These
two equations represents the queue (9) and the available
bandwidth control variables dynamics (10).
3.2

Protocol Stack

The proposed protocol stack follows from the formal
derivation of the optimal distributed solution, completed
by the needed mechanisms to make it work in a realistic
setting.
The protocol stack is a combination of backpressure
scheduler [14] and of a modified version of the distributed
adaptive CSMA algorithm in [15], where backlogged SUs
access the network according to a CSMA-based protocol with exponential backoff function of the differential
queue lengths across different links.
The SNet relies on the channel availability information
provided by the spectrum sensors (or by their own
sensing, depending on the specific use-case) and on
the network flows queues sizes. Moreover, we assume
the availability of a dedicated CCC outside the band
of cognitive operation, i.e., free from interference, for
information exchange and CSMA handshaking.
Time is divided into epochs of equal length T . System
variables are updated in each epoch. We write y (k) to
denote the value of the variable y at the beginning of
epoch k.
- Flow Scheduling: Each node n keeps a separate queue
(k)
for each flow f passing through it. We let Qnf denote
this queue length at time kT . We find it convenient to
(k)

Q

(k)

define a normalized queue length qnf = Cnf T , where
> 0 is a positive system-wide constant.
At the beginning of epoch k, each node n 2
⇤
N schedules
the flow fnm
=
⇣ for transmission
⌘
(k)
(k)
argmaxf 2F qnf qmf , i.e., the flow with maximal dif⇤
ferential backpressure on the link. The flow fnm
packets
are then transmitted by node n for the entire duration of
the epoch, unless the queue empties first, in which case
⇤
transmission is suspended until new packets of flow fnm
are enqueued at node n.
- Rate Control: Outgoing traffic from each traffic source
node is constant during each epoch: at the beginning
of epoch k, for each flow f , the source node s(f )
recomputes the outgoing traffic rate xf as the maximizer of the function Uf (xf ) qs(f )f xf in the interval
[0, xM ], where qs(f )f is the normalized queue length of
flow f at its source node. qs(f )f represents the traffic
incoming (from the application layer) on node s(f ) for
flow f but
into the network. We obtain
h not yet injected
ix M
(k)
0 1 (k)
xf = Uf (qs(f )f )
. For instance, considering the
0
log utility function U (xf ) = log(1 + xf ), which ensures
proportional fairness, we readily obtain:
8
qs(f )f  xM1+1
>
< xM
1
1 xM1+1 < qs(f )f  1 .
xf =
(11)
q
>
: s(f )f
0
qs(f )f > 1

(k)

- Queue Length dynamics: Let sf l denote the average
(normalized) transmission rate of flow f over sublink l
during the k-th epoch. The queue dynamics obey to:
8h
⌘i+
⇣P
P
(k)
(k)
(k)
>
>
Q
+
T
C
s
s
>
l2Li(n)
l2Lo(n)
nf
f
l
f
l
>
>
>
>
<
if f 2 F, n 6= s(f )
(k+1)
Qnf
= h
⇣
⌘i+
>
>
(k)
> Q(k) + T C xf P
sf l
>
l2Lo(n)
nf
>
>
>
:
if f 2 F, n = s(f ).
(12)

- MAC protocol: The SUs MAC protocol is a distributed CSMA-based protocol which accounts for the
presence of PUs and the existence of multiple sublinks
per transmitter-receiver pair. The design is inspired by
the results in [15], where a fully distributed CSMA-based
protocol with close to optimal performance is presented
for a single-channel wireless network.
When a node n 2 N has backlogged traffic to send
over one of its outgoing links, say (n, m), it randomly
selects a channel within the set {c1 , . . . , cK } according
to a probability vector p(n,m) = [p(n,m;c1 ) , . . . , p(n,m;cK ) ]
whose k-th element p(n,m;ck ) is nonzero if and only if
ck 2 Cn,m (↵min ). The node then waits for an exponential
backoff with mean L/CRnm , where L is the average
packet length and the Rnm values are node and link dependent quantities function of both the link backpressure
and the channels availability. Expressions for setting the
values of the Rnm values and of p(n,m) are given below.
When the backoff timer expires, if the node senses the
channel as free it starts transmission; otherwise, it backs
off again. When performing carrier sensing, a SU can
find the channel busy either because a conflicting link
started transmission, or because a PU is using the same
channel.
To compute the Rnm values and the vector p(n,m) ,
each node keeps track of the control variables
w(n,m;c) , c 2 Cn,m (↵min ) , representing the scarcity of
available capacity of channel c for link (n, m). For each
link and each channel, w(n,m;c) is updated at the beginning of each epoch as follows:
h
⇣
⌘i+
(k)
(k 1)
(k 1)
w(n,m;c) = w(n,m;c) +
r(n,m;c) (↵(n,m;c) ✏)
(13)
(k 1)
r(n,m;c)

c 2 Cn,m (↵min ),

where
is the (normalized) average transmission
rate over channel c during epoch k 1 and ✏ > 0 is
a small constant whose introduction will be justified
in Appendix A of the supplemental document. w(n,m;c)
increases when r(n,m;c) > ↵(n,m;c)
✏, i.e., when the
fraction of unused (by both PUs and SUs) channel c
bandwidth ↵(n,m;c)
r(n,m;c) is smaller than ✏, and
decreases when ↵(n,m;c) r(n,m;c) > ✏. For instance, if
↵(n,m;c) = 0.8 and ✏ = 0.1, w(n,m;c) increases when
the (normalized) transmission rate r(n,m;c) > 0.7 (i.e.,
when less than 10% of the channel capacity is not used
by PUs or SUs) and decreases when r(n,m;c)  0.7
(i.e., when more than 10% of the channel capacity is
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unused). w(n,m;c) can be thus regarded as a measure of
the lack of spare capacity on channel c with respect to
the threshold ✏. It is easy to realize that w(n,m;c) = 0
for channels with high availability, which are are best
suited for secondary transmissions. On the other hand,
w(n,m;c) takes positive and progressively larger values
for channels with progressively lower availability, i.e.,
those less suited for secondary transmissions.
We indicate with znm = maxf 2F (qnf qmf ) = qnf ⇤
qmf ⇤ the maximal backpressure along link (n, m), and
define
e (znm w(n,m;c) )
R(n,m;c) =
,
(14)
↵(n,m;c)
where is a tunable positive constant. Given R(n,m;c) , we
compute the rate of the exponential backoff timer Rnm
and the channel probability vector p(n,m) as follows:
X
Rnm =
R(n,m;c)
(15)
c2C(n,m) (↵min )

p(n,m;c)

=

R(n,m;c)
Rnm

c 2 C(n,m) (↵min ) .

(16)

R(n,m;c) can be regarded as the transmission aggressiveness on sublink (n, m; c): the larger its value, the more
likely node n will attempt to transmit over channel c on
link (n, m).
From (14) and (15), we can observe that Rnm grows exponentially with znm . Moreover, it can be seen that larger
values of Rnm translate into shorter backoffs, which implies that the protocol gives priority to links with higher
queue differential. If we look at the different channels
of a given link, we can observe that R(n,m;c) , and thus
p(n,m;c) , is inversely proportional to ↵(n,m;c) e w(n,m;c) . This
term is dominated by the exponent: the smaller ↵(n,m;c) ,
the larger w(n,m;c) ; whereas, for larger ↵(n,m;c) , w(n,m;c)
decreases towards 0 (and ↵(n,m;c) e w(n,m;c) ⇡ 1). As
a result, R(n,m;c) is an increasing function of ↵(n,m;c) :
channels with low availability (less than ✏) are in practice
not utilized. The rest of the links are used for a fraction
of time proportional to ↵(n,m;c) ✏.
- Implementation issues: The implementation of the
proposed solution requires peer nodes to exchange control messages for (i) communicating the values of the
queue sizes required by the backpressure scheduler, and
(ii) making the receiver of each data packet aware of
the channel on which the packet will be transmitted.
For exchanging control packets we assume a CCC on
a dedicated band.3 The channel is divided into two
subchannels, one for queue information exchange and
one for RTS-CTSs related to data packets. In particular:
- Queue length information exchange: At the beginning
of each epoch, each SU broadcasts a packet containing
the queue size of each flow passing through it. To avoid
collisions, an initial random jitter is used before the first
transmission attempt, followed by a CSMA scheme with
3. The design of a CCC implementation tailored to CRAHNs is
outside of the scope of this paper. See, for instance [25].

binary exponential backoff in case the CCC is sensed
busy. The exchanged queue values are used to schedule
traffic in the next epoch. In case a node does not succeed
in sending the queue size updates, its neighbors will use
their last available stored values of queues size.4
- RTS/CTS and communication channel synchronization:
RTS/CTS packets are exchanged on the dedicated control channel to synchronize sender/ receiver pairs on the
channel to use for data transmission. To this end, the
sender piggybacks in the RTS packet the identifier of
the communication channel it has selected. The RTS/CTS
mechanisms also mitigates the effect of collisions due to
propagation delays or hidden terminals. Upon receiving
the RTS, the destination node senses the channel specified in the packet and answers with a CTS packet if that
channel is free.
Further details on the implementation of the control
operations are provided in the supplemental material.

4

I MPLEMENTATION , SIMULATION ENVIRON MENT, AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we detail the ns2-Miracle-based [23]
simulation environment, and we evaluate our solution
through simulations.
4.1 Simulation Environment
To evaluate the performance of our solution we have
implemented it on an extension of the ns2-Miracle
simulator [23]. Our simulation environment accurately
models PUs, SUs and spectrum sensors. We consider
reception errors due to noise, interference, and channel
fading, as well as collisions. Besides communication
of data packets, we implement: (i) The control plane
communication among SUs; (ii) a set of spectrum sensors that probe the channels occupancy (taking into
account spectrum sensing errors) and communicate their
readings to the SUs, and (iii) a complete multi-channel
PNet that includes base stations and mobile terminals
and uses a realistic channel adaptive scheduling for
its transmissions, thus resulting in a dynamic channel
occupation across time, space and frequency. The PNet
MAC is organized in time-frequency frames, similar to
LTE. Each frame is a grid of Physical Resource Blocks
(PRBs). A detailed description of all the components of
our simulation environment is provided in Appendix B
of the supplemental document.
4.2 Benchmarks
We have implemented benchmark SNet protocol stacks
that include MAC, scheduling and routing. Channel
access follows a CSMA scheme. Channel selection is
performed according to three different “genie aided”
schemes. The schemes are assumed to have direct access
to the PNet MAC scheduling frame from the nearby
PNet base stations (BS), and use it to classify channel
availability. The derived channel availability coefficients
are then used to assign weights to each channel for a
4. We have verified that the proposed solution is robust to occasional
loss of queue size information.
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probabilistic channel selection. The three schemes assign
weights in different ways: The first scheme selects the
channel randomly and uniformly among the least used
available K channels, where K is a pre-defined parameter. The second scheme is similar to the first. However, to
consider a channel it requires its availability to be above
a pre-defined percentage threshold . Finally, the third
scheme considers the whole sets of channels as eligible,
and uses probability weights that are proportional to
each channel availability. In all three schemes packets
are enqueued and forwarded at each node following a
FIFO scheme, regardless of the flow they belong to, and
routes for each flow are precomputed shortest paths.
In Section 4.3 we display only results for the best
performing benchmarks. Further results are shown in the
supplemental document where we vary the benchmarks
and we evaluate them in many different scenarios.
4.3 Experimental Results
We have performed simulations to demonstrate that
the proposed integrated flow scheduling, MAC, and
routing protocols, allow the coexistence of the SNet
with the PNet, limiting the performance degradation of
PUs within a tolerable level. We consider the following
metrics.
M1: Probability Density Function (PDF) of the interference plus noise power, measured on a time-slot
basis at primary receivers.
M2: PDF of the PU corrupted bits, per fragment. A
fragment is defined as the set of bits transmitted
in a primary PRB. In our simulations, 192 bits can
be transmitted in each PRB.
M3: PU PER: Packet error rate of the primary user, for
different PU traffic loads. We did not consider the
implementation of FEC, so as to quantify the direct
impact of SU transmissions on the bit errors of PUs.
M4: SU flow rate: This is the throughput achieved by
the different flows in the secondary CRAHN. This
metric is useful to evaluate the data rate achieved by
the CRAHN with our scheme, as well as its fairness
when considering multiple SU flows.
Metrics M1–M3 are useful to quantify the impact of
the CRAHN operation on the performance of PNet communications, whereas M4 allows to evaluate the effectiveness of our scheme in terms of CRAHN throughput.
Table 2 summarizes our simulation parameters.
Our simulation scenario includes 1) spectrum sensors
organized in a single cluster made up of 37 elements
deployed on a regular triangular grid, 2) a cell of the
PNet with one BS and 50 mobile PUs and 3) an SNet
with 10 SUs. PUs are deployed randomly, whereas SUs
are placed according to the topology showed in Figure 2.
The SNet transmits 3 multi-hop flows, with sourcedestination pairs h5, 4i, h6, 9i, and h7, 8i. The routes used
by the benchmark system for the three flows are 5-32-1-4, 6-2-1-9, and 7-2-3-8. Routes are instead not fixed
in our proposed solution, as flows can exploit multiple
paths (not showed in Figure 2).

Table 2
Scenario Settings
Parameter

Value

Simulation Duration
Bandwidth per channel
Number of channels
PU Timeframe Duration
Slots per Timeframe
Allocation Time Interval
PU Packet Size
Bits per Primary PRB
Received data fragments per PU
Control Channels Rate
SU Packet Size

60 s
200 kHz
20
10 ms
20
0.1 s
768 Bytes
192 bits
⇡ 106
600 Kbps
32 Bytes
10
5
0.1
[0, 4] ms – [0, 64] ms

T
Benchmark protocol exponential
backoff window range
PNet BS

PU MS

SU

Sensor

800

6

7

700

5

2

600

4

1

3
10

500

400

9

8

400

500

600

700

800

Figure 2. Simulation Topology. Active flows are 5-to-4,
6-to-9, 7-to-8.
Traffic in the SNet is saturated, i.e., every SU tries
to fully utilize the available communication resources.
Traffic in the PNet is made up of fixed-length packets
generated according to a Poisson process. Packet size
has been set to 768 Bytes corresponding to the maximum
code block size used in the data link layer of LTE. Rather
than displaying results as a function of the arrival rate,
we show results in terms of PU resource usage (%) with
respect to the overall channels capacity. We have varied
PU resource usage between 5% and 30%.
In the following, we compare the performance of our
solutions to those of the benchmark protocols described
in Section 4.2, with the following parameter setting:
Benchmark A: In each epoch, all the SUs contend on the
channel that is less utilized by PUs.
Benchmark B: Probabilistic channel selection among
the best available K = 10 channels, with the further
requirement that the availability be above = 30%.
We consider these two benchmarks because among
all possible benchmark protocol configurations (listed in
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5. Since a PU packet is composed of 32 fragments, and a corrupted
fragment will prevent a correct packet detection, the PU PER is
typically much larger than the percentage of disruptive interference
or corrupted bits showed in Figure 3b.

Sample Probability
Density Function

100

Benchmark A
Benchmark B
Proposed Solution

10
1
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
-150

-140 -130 -120 -110 -100
-90
-80
Interference Power [dBW] - PU Traffic Load 30%

-70

(a) Distribution of the interference power realizations - 30%
primary traffic load.

Sample Probability
Density Function

100

Benchmark A
Benchmark B
Proposed Solution

10
1
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
0

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
Number of corrupted bits - PU traffic load 30%

90

(b) Distribution of the number of corrupted bits per PU fragment
- 30% primary traffic load.

Figure 3. Interference to PNet (a), and PU bit errors (b).
Benchmark A
Benchmark B

PER %

10.00%

PU alone
Proposed solution
Proposed solution without Spectrum Sensors

1.00%
0.10%
5

10

15
20
25
Primary occupation load

30

Figure 4. PNet packet error rate vs. PU traffic.
2000
Rate (bytes/s)

the supplemental document), Benchmark A achieves the
lowest PU PER, and Benchmark B achieves the best endto-end throughput.
Figure 3 shows the impact of the SNet on primary
communications. In particular, Figure 3a shows the percentage of times that the noise plus interference at a PU
is equal to the values on the horizontal axis (expressed
in dBW). It can be seen that the tail of the curve of our
scheme is lower than the corresponding tail of the benchmark protocols. This means that SUs disrupt primary
communications much less frequently when using our
scheme than when using the benchmarks, as the disruption happens when interference power exceeds a given
threshold. Figure 3b depicts the number of corrupted bits
in a MAC fragment, showing how interference turns into
corrupted bits. In particular, we display the percentage
of fragments whose corrupted bits are exactly equal
to the value on the horizontal axis. The figure shows
that our scheme is effective in significantly reducing the
number of corrupted bits per fragment. Only 0, 05% of
the fragments experience 10 or more corrupted bits, 20 or
more bits are corrupted in 0, 027% of the fragments, and
30 or more bits are corrupted in 0, 01% of the fragments
when running our scheme. These percentages increase
to 0, 1%, 0, 07%, 0, 05% and to 0, 2%, 0, 15%, 0, 1% for
Benchmark A and Benchmark B, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the impact of the CRAHN operation
on the PNet performance, represented by the PU PER
averaged over all the PUs5 . The curves show PER values
in scenarios with: 1) The sole PNet, 2) the PNet and an
SNet running our protocol stack, and 3) the PNet and
an SNet running the benchmark protocols A and B.
Finally, Figure 5 shows the CRAHN performance in
terms of per-flow throughput, measured in Bytes/s.
These results confirm that our approach achieves
a very good tradeoff between PU performance and
CRAHN throughput. Benchmark A has a limited impact
on PU performance, interfering only on 0.47% of the PU
fragments (Figure 3a) and corrupting at least one bit in
0.2% of the fragments. This results in a 1.5% and 2%
PU PER (Figure 4). This limited impact is however paid
in terms of very low SU end-to-end throughput, which
stabilizes around 150 Bytes per second per flow (Figure 5). Benchmark B has a higher SU average per-flow
throughput of 360 Bytes per second (Figure 5). However,
it causes a significant PU performance degradation. It
interferes with 0.93% of the PU fragments, corrupting at
least one bit in 0.32% of the fragments, and results in a
PU PER ranging between 4% and 6%.
Our solution outperforms both benchmarks on all
relevant metrics: The SU end-to-end throughput converges to around 1200 Bytes per second per flow (three
times larger than that of Benchmark A). Interference is
limited to 0.15% of PU fragments, resulting in only 0.09%

Flow 1

Flow 2

Flow 3

1500
Proposed solution

1000

0

Benchmark A

Benchmark B

500

0

5

10

15

20

25 30 35
Time (s)

40

45

50

55

Figure 5. SNet flow rates with 30% PNet traffic load.
fragments with a corrupted bit. Irrespective of the PU
traffic load, the PU PER is always less than 0.95% (0.8%
on average) when SUs estimate channel availability coefficients based on their own measurements, and to less
then 0.75% (0.69% on average) when they do so with the
aid of spectrum sensors.
These results show that, even in a highly dynamic PU
channel occupation regime, our distributed scheme is
able to effectively exploit the bandwidth left unused by
PUs, induces a limited performance loss on the PUs, and
ensures fairness among CRAHN flows.
The average overhead computed as the ratio between
the amount of queue-size update packets and data traffic
transmitted in network in this case is only 7%.
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5 R ELATED W ORK
A classification of the solutions proposed in the literature
for cognitive radio networks can be found in several
recent surveys [5]–[8]. While there is a wide range of
CR solutions targeting specific aspects of these networks,
works that take into account the interplay among the
different functions in a cognitive radio system and their
implementation are rare.
The combined design of sensing and channel access
has been addressed by Zhao et al. [26], [27]. Node
collaboration through cooperative sensing is introduced
to increase the accuracy in the identification of spectral
opportunities and to coordinate channel access. Similar
interplay has been recently considered also in [28]–[31].
None of these works, however, considers routing.
Spectrum sharing and decisions are jointly considered
in DDMAC [32], a CSMA-like protocol focusing on
spectrum and power allocation to CR nodes subject to
interference. DDMAC considers the signal attenuation
model and the interference conditions to maximize the
number of simultaneous CR transmission by optimal
channel assignment. To achieve this goal the scheme
assigns channels with lower average Signal to Noise
plus Interference Ratio (SNIR) to nodes transmitting over
shorter distances.
In [33], based on the observed channel usage statistics, Song and Xie propose to use a probability-based
PU behavior prediction method to select the transmission channel distributively. An important feature of this
method is the absence of CCC.
Cognitive channel access and routing in CRAHNs
have been jointly investigated in [34]–[43]. Feng et
al. present a heuristic decentralized handoff procedure
through which the SUs change the transmission channel
before PUs start using it [34]. SUs are assumed to be
able to predict incoming PUs without errors, and have
the time to complete the channel migration procedure.
In this way, the operations of the SUs do not have an
impact on PU performance. Such an assumption would
require a collaboration between PUs and SUs. As such,
it differs from our setup, where the primary detection is
performed through spectrum sensing. Chowdhury et al.
propose a routing algorithm in which each relay node
locally chooses the channel for transmitting to the next
hop relay, based on a local objective function expressing
the probability of interfering with PU receivers [35]. Such
probability is computed using the knowledge of the position of PU transmitters and of the nominal interference
region. Similarly to our approach, the technique in [35]
allows bypass areas in which the presence of active PU
receivers is expected. The work, however, does not deal
with the coexistence of multiple flows, and follows the
traditional approach of requiring a route selection phase
before the establishment of each flow, as opposed to
our approach, which does not require a specific route
setup. In [36], Xin et al. use CRAHN technology for
extending the coverage of an infrastructure-based SNet
and propose an admission control scheme to keep the

overall amount of interference on PUs under a tolerable
level. Differently from our approach, the authors assume
an underlay CDMA-based channel access. The SU signal
occupies all the primary system bandwidth, but with a
very low level of interference per single channel. We
instead consider overlay access where the SUs access
the wireless channel with the same granularity of the
Pus, in the frequency domain. Huang et al. present a
routing algorithm for CRAHNs aiming at minimizing
the probability that the route will be dropped because
of a PU using resources (channel) allocated to one link
in the route [37]. The route selection requires a central
entity with global knowledge. Coexistence of multiple
parallel multi-hop links in the network is not considered.
Multiple flow scheduling in multi-hop multi-channel
cognitive radio networks is addressed in [38]–[42]. In
these works, under different assumptions and constraints, throughput optimization problems are formulated and optimal or suboptimal algorithms are presented. With respect to our solution, such works do not
take advantage of the results of [15] that allows us to
derive a fully distributed throughput cross layer design,
thus needing to resort to centralized solutions or (suboptimal) heuristics. Finally, all works mentioned so far
assume an idealistic spectrum sensing, able to provide
timely and error-free information to the cognitive users.
When, as in realistic scenarios, this is not the case, the
performance of these protocols is likely to significantly
degrade.
The dynamics of PU activity are considered in a NUM
framework by Ruan and Lau [43]. This work assumes a
single frequency channel. In this paper, we evaluate our
solution taking into account all system dynamics in a
multi-channel scenario.

6 C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a distributed crosslayer framework for the joint optimization of MAC,
scheduling, routing and rate control in CRAHNs. The
proposed protocols have been devised by first studying
a distributed theoretical optimal solution of a suitable
NUM problem and then implementing practical MAC
and routing mechanisms that allow to handle the nonidealities of practical systems with respect to the assumptions of the theoretical solution. We have evaluated the
proposed protocols through extensive simulations, using
an extension of the ns2-Miracle simulator that we have
developed, including an implementation at the packet
level of the PNet, SNet and the supporting WSSN. The
results show that our proposed protocols significantly
outperform benchmark solutions reducing the performance degradation imposed on the PNet, measured in
terms of interference and PER, by one or two order of
magnitudes. In presence of up to 30% PU activity the
SNet is still able to achieved throughput similar to that
obtained with no PU activity at all. In other words, the
proposed protocols take full advantage of the unused
channels.
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